Cookies
Disclaimer
Information published on Ciptors' website is intended only as general information and does not
constitute and must not be used as legal advice. There is a risk that the contents may not be
complete or may not have been fully updated. Information on this website is used at the user's
own risk.
About cookies on the website
We use cookies on our website (www.ciptor.se). A cookie is a text file stored on a website
visitor's computer.
There are two types of cookies: 1) a permanent cookie remains on the visitor's computer for a
specified period of time and 2) a session cookie is temporarily stored in the computer's memory
during a user's visit to a website. Session cookies disappear when you close your browser.
We use cookies for purposes such as improving the user experience on our website. By using
our website, you consent to our use of cookies in accordance with this Cookies Policy.
If you do not wish to accept cookies, you can change the settings in your browser to
automatically refuse cookies or to inform you each time a website requests permission to store
a cookie. You can also use your browser to delete previously stored cookies. See your browser's
help pages for more information. Please note that if you choose not to accept cookies, the
functionality of the website may be restricted.
Below you will find a statement of the cookies we use and their purpose.
Google Analytics cookies
Ciptor.se uses cookies from Google Analytics to compile statistics that are used for purposes
such as improving the website. For more information on Google Analytics, we refer to Google's
privacy policy at http://www.google.se/intl/sv/policies/privacy/

When activating advertising features in Google Analytics, the tool can collect data through
Google's advertising cookies in addition to the information collected through the standard
implementation of Google Analytics. In this way, we can access reports in Google Analytics
containing user demographics and interests collected by Google at previous browsing
behaviour in order to create user segments. More information about the feature can be found
here: https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/2700409.

_ga
_ga is used to distinguish one website user from another and to observe how the user uses the
website 24 months
_gat
_gat is used to limit the number of requests to Google Analytics if the website receives a high
volume of traffic Session cookie
_utmb
_utmb is used to determine the number and length of page viewings on the website 30 minutes
after it was created or last updated
_utmc
_utmc is used in conjunction with _utmb to determine whether a new visit is being made to the
website (30 minutes' inactivity counts as a new visit) Session cookie
_utmz
_utmz is used to find out how the visitor found the website Six months
The information generated by these cookies through your use of the website (including your IP
address) is transmitted to and stored by Google on servers in the USA. Google can transfer this
information to third parties if required by law or when those third parties process the
information on Google's behalf. For further information on Google Analytics and how Google
processes information, please refer to Google's privacy policy. You can install an add-on in your
browser if you do not want your visit to our website to be shown in the statistics. The add-on is
available for the Internet Explorer, Chrome, Firefox, Safari and Opera browsers.
Vuture cookies
Ciptor.se uses cookies from Vuture to manage and monitor e-marketing activities.
{Your Front-end Vuture URL}_VxSessionId
The purpose of this cookie is to track responses to marketing campaigns and provide a
customised website experience
Session cookie
{Your Back-end Vuture URL}_VxSessionId
The purpose of this cookie is to track your visits to the website in order to provide you with
content that is relevant to you
Session cookie
intEmailHistoryId
The purpose of this cookie is to link your interaction with our e-mail marketing and your use of
the website
One year

These cookies send no data to third parties.
Other cookies
Ciptor.se also uses the following cookies.
simple_cookie_compliance_dismissed
The purpose of this cookie is to remember that the user accepted cookies and to hide the
cookie pop-up
Three months
has_js
This cookie tracks whether or not the user has Javascript
Session cookie
These cookies send no data to third parties.

